
English 4W: Critical Reading and Writing 
Supernatural Sexuality 
Time: TR 8-lOam 
Classroom: Haines 122 

Why We're Here: 

Instructor: Kersti Francis 

Office: Kaplan A94 
Office Hours: 

Tuesdays 3-5pm 
And by appointment 

English 4 W is an introduction to the basic methods of literary studies: close reading, critical 
writing, and scholarly research. It is also a chance to encounter texts, readings, and ideas that 
are both rigorous and unusual. Our popular and political cultures are obsessed with sex: who 
has it with whom, how, and is it right or wrong. In movies, TV, books, poems, and plays, the 
supernatural recurs as a way to grapple with these questions. Witches brew love spells, 
vampires visit young women at night, ghostly lovers haunt from beyond the grave, and 
gender roles flip or shift due to magical interference. Why do we envision sexuality through 
the lens of the supernatural? How can we use literatures, including those designated "bad 
literature," to think through cultural conceptions of gender, bodies, relationships, and 
morality? As we read, think, talk, and write about a variety of plays, novels, poems, and short 
stories, we will focus on literary form, cultural contexts, methods of research, and the craft of 
writing. 

Required Texts: 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, trans. Simon Armitage [ISBN: 9780393334159] 
Macbeth, William Shakespeare (Arden Edition) [ISBN: 9781904271413] 
Carmilla, Joseph Sheriden Le Fann [ISBN: 9780815633112] 
Twilight, Stephenie Meyer [ISBN: 9780316015844] 
Additional readings will be posted on the course website (CCLE). 

Assignments and Grading 
Participation (in-class work, writing workshops, discussion): 30% 
Close Reading #1 (2-3 pages): 10% 
Close Reading #2 (2-3 pages): 10% 
Midterm Essay (5-6 pages): 20%0 
Final Paper (8-10 pages): 30% 

Expectations and Policies: 

Participation: 
Discussion is intended to be collaborative; we are all responsible for our own education 
and for the learning experience of our classmates. Because of this, active preparation for 
and participation in discussion section is essential. Everyone is expected to come to 
discussion on time, complete all of the week's assigned reading, and bring a hard copy of 
the text(s) we have covered for the week. Please also bring something to write with and 
to write on. In order to get full credit for your in-section participation, you need to 
contribute to the discussion regularly and thoughtfully, and be attentive and courteous 
when someone else is speaking. I want to see that you have been thinking about the 









Reading Schedule 
Assignments are to be read in preparation for the day they are listed. 

Week One: Fairy Lovers 

Marie de France, Lanval (12th century, CCLE) 
Introduction to Middle English 

Sir Degarii (14th century, CCLE) 
Introduction to Close Reading 

Week Two: Monsters and Magic 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Fitts I aud II (14th century) 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pitt III 

Week Three: M&M, cont 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pitt IV 
Close Reading #1 due via email by start of class (2-3 pages) 

The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnell (15
th 

century, CCLE)

Week Four: Wives, Witches, and Murder 

William Shakespeare, Macbeth (1603), Acts I-III 

Macbeth, Acts IV-V 

Week Five: Kersti is MIA 

NO CLASS 
Go to the Writing Center! 

Film Screening: Rebecca (Alfred Hitchcock, 1940) 
First Paper Due due via email by start of class (5-6 pages) 

Week Six: Haunted Love 

Edgar Alan Poe, "Annabelle Lee" (1849, CCLE) 
Laura Chow Reeve, "Rebecca" (2018, CCLE) 

Christina Rosetti, Goblin Market (1862, CCLE) 



Week Seven: The Queer Undead 

Joseph Sheriden Le Fanu, Carmi/la (1872) 

Carmi/la (2014, selections, Youtube) 

Week Eight: Vampires Sparkle Now 

Stephenie Meyer, Twilight (2005), Chapters 1-6 
Close Reading Two Due due via email by start of class (2-3 pages) 

Twilight, Chapters 7-12 

Week Nine: And Play Baseball 

Twilight, Chapters 13-18 

Twilight, Chapters 19-end 

Week Ten: TV Reimaginings 

Selected Episodes, Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003) 

Selected Episodes, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina (2018) 
Final Class: Wrap-Up 


